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The February Landscape
Humans prefer much prefer February (and its early season equivalent, December) to January for its
lengthening days, warmer temperatures, and gentler storms. But for those whose lives are dictated strictly by
the natural elements, February can be a harsh month depending on the status of local food stores.
During a mild winter, most animals will easily be able to find what they need in order to survive
throughout the season. When conditions are harsh, however, food sources can become scarce while the
effort necessary to access them can become much greater.
Whether a winter falls towards one of these extremes or is somewhere in the middle, it’s worthwhile to
know how to identify, locate, and even consume a few common winter wildlife food sources. If you know
who eats what and when, you’ll have a greater chance of learning to track local species. Monitoring likely
meal sites over time can alert you to the patterns of the creatures you share your natural space with, and can
bring you into closer alignment with the natural world.
Exploring outdoors in February is generally quite enjoyable; temperatures regularly surpass the freezing
point, the sun shines often, and if you’ve been active throughout the season, you’ll likely have a good walking
path packed down by late winter. This month, pay special attention to a few common wildlife food sources.
Note the changes that each feeding area experiences to understand the role that it plays within the local
ecosystem.

A thin coating of snow after a sunny day between February storms in New England.

Artifacts for Learning
Staghorn Sumac
Not to be confused with poison sumac, which is an entirely different plant, staghorn sumac is neither poisonous
to humans nor invasive, as it’s growing patterns suggest it may be. Staghorn sumac is an invaluable food
source for birds in late winter, and can serve as a food source for humans during the peak of its growing
season (August and September). With many other food sources gone or blanketed in snow by February,
many birds rely on the easily-accessible elevated berries of staghorn sumac. Despite the berries’ fragile
nature, they hold up surprisingly well during winter storms. Notice the fuzzy texture of its branches – it’s almost
like antlers! Notice also the careful work that birds have done when eating seeds: they strip each cluster bare!
è LOOK in places where fields turn to forest. Staghorn sumac can often be found growing in large groves
just at the edge of the woods. It rarely grows within the forest itself.
è WATCH FOR large birds like turkey, grouse, and partridge, and over 300 songbird species – all of whom
rely on staghorn sumac as a winter food source. Small mammals have even been known to nibble
sumac berries once in a while!
è CONSUME in late summer/early fall when berries are ripe and fresh. Dry to use as a seasoning (it’s a main
ingredient in za’atar) or create a tangy iced tea drink.

Staghorn sumac berries against the sky. Over the course of the winter, these berries will be carefully stripped from the plant,
leaving behind a fragile skeleton of stems.

Eastern White Pine
The state tree of Maine, these pines are easily identified by their needles. While all pine trees have needles,
white pine needles grow in clusters of 5, which is the same number of letters in the word “white.” Check
suspected trees for yourself by matching the letters w-h-i-t-e with each of the needles in a cluster. If you can
spell its name across its needles, it’s a white pine! Pine trees offer food via pinecones to small mammals
throughout the winter, and tea made from white pine needles is a great treat for humans (and it’s rich in
vitamin C!).
è LOOK in forests, especially well-established, undisturbed ones. White pines aren’t often used
decoratively, and aren’t usually found as pasture trees. You’ll need to go to the woods!
è WATCH FOR the signs of small mammals of all kinds! Squirrels, chipmunks, mice, and similar species
frequent the snow beneath pines in search of cones, a source for the tiny seeds found beneath each
scale. Porcupines enjoy nibbling on the bark of young pine trees and boughs, and even large birds like
grouse will eat pine needles.
è CONSUME as a locally-sourced winter dose of vitamin C! White pine can be used to make a green-ish
tea that is very healthy and only slightly pine-y.

Old growth pine forests like this provide food mostly in the form of cones.

Apple Trees
Apple trees are easily identified by their shape and texture. The tree’s main branches are thick and often
appear curved or bent, while small sucker branches are largely thin and straight. In winter, apple branches
have tiny buds at the end of each branch. Produced in fall, they are waiting patiently through the winter to
become leaves in spring.
è LOOK in orchards, of course! If you don’t have an orchard nearby, look for wild apple trees in fields and
at the edge of the woods. Apple trees don’t grow especially tall, they grow out – their bushy shape is
unlike most other trees found in the northeast forest.
è WATCH FOR the signs of deer and other mammals. Deer enjoy browsing on the sweet tips of apple
branches. Small mammals will nibble at the tree’s bark, especially young trees.
è CONSUME when they’re in season! Winter apples aren’t a friendly food for many creatures.

February Library
The collection of titles listed below can be used to spark, support, or continue studies related to learning
common late winter food sources and the wildlife that they support.
Children
The Seasons of Arnold’s Apple Tree by Gail Gibbons
Those Darn Squirrels! By Adam Rubin
Birds in Your Backyard by Barbara Herkert
A Kid’s Winter EcoJournal by Toni Albert and Margaret Brandt
Teens and Adults
Stokes Guide to Nature in Winter by Donald and Lillian Stokes
Discover Nature in Winter by Elizabeth Lawlor

